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Installation Memorandum
Effective October 1, 2019
July 31, 2019
Re: Manufactured Home Crawlspace Drainage
In compliance with our statutory requirement to ensure the safety of the people
who occupy manufactured homes, the Manufactured Housing Division (“MHD”)
recently re‐evaluated the standards and requirements for general installation site
drainage, and specifically crawlspace drainage, for this type of structure. Please note
that these are not new requirements.
The following general requirements are summarized and derived from HUD’s Model
Manufactured Home Installation Standards and Permanent Foundation Guide for
Manufactured Housing Handbook.
1. The home must be protected from surface runoff from the surrounding area. Site drainage must be
provided to direct surface water away from the home to protect against erosion of foundation supports and to
prevent water build‐up under the home. All drainage must slope a minimum of one‐half inch per foot away
from the foundation for the first ten feet. Where property lines, walls, slopes, or other physical conditions
prohibit this slope, the site must be provided with drains or swales or otherwise graded to drain water away
from the structure.
2. The area under the home must be graded, or other methods must be provided to remove any water that
may collect under the home. The interior ground level must be above the outside finish grade unless:
a. Adequate gravity drainage to a positive out fall is provided, or
b. The permeability of the soil and the location of the water table is such that water will not collect in
the crawl space, or
c. Drain tile and automatic sump pump are provided.
3. Manufacturers must specify in their installation instructions whether the home is suitable for the installation
of gutters and downspouts. If suitable, the installation instructions must indicate that when gutters and
downspouts are installed, the runoff must be directed away from the home.

In order to address and clarify the requirements in regard to crawlspace drainage, MHD
in collaboration with industry representatives, has caused to be created a guide to the
most common options for achieving adequate drainage of crawlspaces. The guide, in
the form of a drawing, includes:
 The General Site and Under Home Drainage Requirements.
 Drawings of the most commonly used options for providing crawlspace drainage
of “pit set” (also known as ground or grade set) homes.
In the case of a pit set home, when soil permeability allows adequate drainage of the
crawlspace without the use of other drainage structures, documentation of soil
suitability, in the form of a Percolation Test Report as required when a septic system is
used, or a USDA Soil Survey Report (available without charge from:
www.soils.usda.gov) will be required prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy
by MHD.
The requirements set forth in this memorandum shall be effective October 1, 2019.
Thank you.
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